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Replaying

Before you can fully understand what the various machining options allow you to do, you must first be familiar with replaying your tool paths. Replaying, as you might guess, is the most important part of verifying whether the tool is accurately cutting the part, as well as viewing to insure the correctness of the program overall.

Open A Replay from the Replay folder. This machining process already had machining operations applied to it. The various machining operations will allow you to get familiar with replaying your machining processes.

Machining operations can have two states to them. One state is to have the tool paths computed. In this state, the tool paths are available for the machining operation, and can be replayed instantly. When the tool paths are computed, a (Computed) text will appear next to the operation, and an additional branch will show up below the machining operation.
Since none of the machining operations have this extra branch and the *(Computed)* text, the tool paths are not present. The first step before replaying will be to compute the tool paths. Computing the tool paths can be done a number of different ways.

**With the third mouse button, select on Facing.1 from the tree. Select Facing.1 object from the bottom of the contextual list.** This will display the object properties for the facing operation. The last four options are ones that are most important to us while replaying.

![Contextual List](image)

**Tool Path Replay**

This will replay the currently selected machining operation. This can also be accomplished by selecting the replay icon in the left hand toolbar. If a tool path is not computed, replaying the tool path will automatically compute it.

**Compute Tool Path**

This will allow you to manually compute the tool path. When you compute the tool path, you also have the option to force the tool path computation.

**Remove Tool Path**

This allows you to remove or strip the tool path out of the process. By removing the tool path, you will dramatically reduce the size of the file saved.

**Remove Video Result**

When a video result is created, a temporary image is stored in your profile. This temporary image is generally deleted when you log off of your computer, hence breaking the link with CATIA. Generally it is a good idea to remove the video result when saving the file.

**Select Compute Tool Path.** This will display the Computation window that asks if you want to compute if necessary or force the computation.

**Select Computation if necessary, then select OK.** Since the tool paths were not computed, they will automatically compute. An information window displays the number of tool paths computed.

**Select OK to the Manufacturing Information window.** Now the tool path has been computed.
You can also compute the tool paths by replaying the operation.

**With the third mouse button, select on Profile Contouring.1 from the tree. Select the Profile Contouring.1 object from the bottom of the contextual list. Select Tool Path Replay.** The Tool Path Computation window will show while the tool path is computed. This will display the tool paths on the screen, as well as show the Replay window.

Select **OK** to the window.

Computing the tool paths one at a time can become rather trying, especially when you have a lot of machining operations. Fortunately, you can also compute the tool paths by Manufacturing Program.

**With the third mouse button, select on Manufacturing Program.1 from the tree, then select on the Manufacturing Program.1 object.** Here there will be a number of new options, however, you will still find the ability to compute, remove, and replay the tool paths.
Select **Compute Tool Path**. This will display the *Computation* window again.

**Select OK.** Since the option for *Computation if necessary* is checked by default, you do not need to re-select it. The first two tool paths have already been computed, hence they will not get re-computed in this case. If you had selected on *Forced computation*, the first two tool paths would get re-computed.

This will now go through and compute the remainder of the tool paths. For long programs this may take some time. Once done, the *Manufacturing Information* window will display indicating the number of tool paths computed.

**With no machining operations selected, select the tool path replay icon from the tool bar, then select Pocketing.** Notice the tool paths immediately show up. Since the tool paths were already computed, there is no delay for tool path computation.

**Select OK to the window.**

Now it is time to investigate the replay window a bit closer.

**Select the tool path replay icon, then select the **Facing.1** machining operation.** The replay window is shown.

---

**Tool Animation**

This frame houses the player controls. The controls work similar to VCR controls.

- **F5** – *Skip to Beginning*  
  Skips the tool to be beginning of the tool path

- **F6** – *Play Backwards*  
  Replays the tool paths backwards
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- **Pause**
  Pauses the tool path replay

- **F7 – Play Forwards**
  Plays the tool path forwards

- **F8 – Skip to End**
  Jumps the tool path to the end

- **Speed**
  Allows you to speed up or slow down the tool path animation replay. *Note: In Prismatic Machining, many of the tool paths run fast, and cannot be slowed down. The speed control does come in useful when working with Surface Machining operations.*

### Information block
This area of the window gives information about the various aspects of the tool and the replay motion.

- **Feedrate**
  Indicates the feedrate at any given point for the motion

- **X= Y= Z=**
  Displays the current X, Y, and Z location of the tool

- **I= J= K=**
  Denotes the I, J, and K components of the tool axis

- **Machining Time**
  Indicates the time that the tool is cutting

- **Total Time**
  This is the overall time of the process. This time is an addition of the machining time, as well as any air time that the tool makes.

### Replay Mode
Controls how the tool paths are replayed. There are five different choices for the replay mode.

- **Continuous**
  The tool will replay from the current position and will not stop until it reaches the end of the operation

- **Plane by plane**
  The tool stops each time it moves to a different axial location. This option is best suited to allow you to visually inspect each axial pass of the tool.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Feedrate by Feedrate</strong></td>
<td>The tool stops each time the feedrate is changed. This will allow you to inspect the tool motions without macro movements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Point by point</strong></td>
<td>The tool stops at each point along the tool path. This option is only useful when you want to carefully inspect each and every motion the tool makes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Post Processor Instruction</strong></td>
<td>This will cause the tool to stop each time a new post processor instruction is found. If no post processor instructions are entered into the macros or operation, the tool will not stop.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Visualization Mode</strong></td>
<td>Controls how the tool is visualized throughout the replay.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Last tool position</strong></td>
<td>Shows the last tool position replayed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tool axis</strong></td>
<td>This mode shows the last tool position, as well as a tool axis vector at each location along the replay path. For 3-Axis motions, this is not that exciting, but when in surface machining, you will be able to view all tool path motions as they are made.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>All tool positions</strong></td>
<td>This method of visualization shows all tool locations. This mode is good if you want to inspect any particular location along the toolpaths for clashes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Mode</strong></td>
<td>Controls the coloring of the toolpaths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Same Color</strong></td>
<td>All toolpaths are shown in the same color</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Different Color</strong></td>
<td>The toolpaths are shown in different colors for different feedrates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contact point display mode</strong></td>
<td>Allows surface machining operations to show either the tool center, or the tool contact point with the surface. For this class, this option will not be available or used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No TraCut Displayed</strong></td>
<td>TraCuts are not shown in the replay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TraCut Displayed</strong></td>
<td>With this on, tracuts will be displayed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Video mode

Video mode is a method of replay that shows material removal as the tool makes passes. There are three different video modes.

Replay from last saved video result
Displays the last saved video results, then replays the tool passes from that point.

Full video mode
Shows the entire simulation from start to finish within the part operation.

Photo/Video Mode
Takes a photo mode snapshot of the part at the previous operation. This snapshot is then used as the initial starting point for the video removal simulation.

Save/Associate Video Results
Allows you to capture the video results at a particular moment in the replay, or at the end of the replay. There are two methods.

Associate video results with operation
Allows you to save the video results with the operation. Only one video result can be associated with an operation at a time. When replaying from the last saved video result, this representation will be the starting point of the material removal.

Save video results as CGR
Physically saves a CGR (CATIA Graphics Render) image of the video results. This CGR image can then be imported back into the assembly and used as stock material for another part operation.
Video Collision report
Displays a report of all collisions from a video replay

Save Video Collision Report
Saves the video collision reports to an external file

Video Parameters
Allows you to adjust a few parameters for the video replay

Photo mode
Displays the finished part after tool operations have been applied. This only shows the finished tool passes, not the intermediate steps.

Analyze
Allows you to analyze the part for gouges, remaining material, and clashes once the tool paths are complete

Analyze
Displays graphical color gradients of remaining material and gouges

Analyze Measure
Shows the cut part, and then show a series of measurement tools that will allow you to manually check the part for accuracy. This option is for use with photo results.

Video Measure
Allows you to measure video results for accuracy

Remove Chunks
Allows you to remove material from the CGR results that would normally fall off of the part

Check Reachability
Checks to insure that the machine programmed for has enough travel and in the case of a multi axis machine, enough rotation angles. This icon only works when Virtual NC, a product made by Delmia, has been installed.

Select the beginning of tool path icon. When you first start a replay operation, the toolpaths are shown. This will rewind and remove the tool visualizations.

Select the play icon. The tool will pass over the part showing the tool path replay.
Once the tool is finished replaying, point your cursor at a portion of the tool path. Notice the tool shows at that location. This is a good method for you to visually inspect tool locations along the tool path. If the tool does not display near the point, you can turn the option on by going to Tools, Options, NC Manufacturing, General, Tool Path Replay, and selecting Display tool near cursor position on tool path.

Change the Color mode to Different Colors. Notice the tool paths change to different colors. The various colors represent the following:

- Yellow – Approach Feedrate
- Green – Machining Feedrate
- Blue – Retract Feedrate
- Red – Rapid Feedrate
- White – Local Feedrate
- Light Blue – Finishing Feedrate

Note: These are also the same color codes as what is used with the macro definition.

Change the Replay mode to Feedrate by Feedrate. This will make it so that the tool stops each time the feedrate is changed.

Press F5 on the keyboard. This will rewind the tool paths back to the beginning.

Press F7 to play forward. Notice the tool only moves a short distance, then stops. This is where the feedrate changes from one setting to another.

Select the play icon again. This time the tool makes the complete level pass.

Select OK to exit the replay.

Playing your program feedrate by feedrate is a good way to check and insure the proper feedrates are used.

Expand the specifications tree so you can see the entire manufacturing program. You are going to want to be able to get to all of the operations.

While holding down the Control key (CTRL), select all of the Profile Contouring machining operations. By selecting multiple machining operations at once, you can replay all of the tool paths at once.
Select the tool path replay icon. Take note of all of the tool paths.

Set the replay mode to continuous, then rewind and replay the operations. This will give you a good idea of the entire tool path process for the program.

While the tool paths are replaying, you can use the speed slider to increase the replay speed.

Replaying the tool paths is one thing, however, there will be many times when you want to see the resulting machined part. This is where some of the other replay modes come into play.

Select OK to the Replay window. This will allow you to move on to the next replay mode.
Photo Mode

With the photo mode in the replay panel, you can view the part in a finished state. Currently, you are going to be looking at the photo mode for the part in its finished state. This is not necessarily the only case when you can use the photo mode. You can use photo mode at any point during the manufacturing and replay process, photo mode is just best suited for use after the part is finished.

Select Drilling Break Chips.2 and then the tool path replay icon. This will show the replay panel for just the last operation.

Select the photo mode icon. The specification tree will change to just show the manufacturing program, and the part will display the finished product.

With the photo mode, you can visually inspect the machining operations for gouges, missed areas, as well as for undercuts. Notice the anomaly in the image. Sometimes the photo mode replay will leave artifacts in the image that should not be there. In the photo above, you can see a small shelf left behind. This is just a display artifact left behind that will not be left over in the machined part. The biggest tell-tale of this artifact is the geometry. Notice all the sharp internal corners.

These corners are impossible to manufacture, hence they do not exist. Had the corners been rounded and look like they were created by one of the tools, then further investigation would be necessary.
Select on the top of the part, in the green area. This will display a Pick Point Information window.

Note: If not all of the information is displayed, go to Tools, Options, NC Manufacturing, Photo/Video and turn on Compute all information at picked point from the Global area.

There are a number of fields to this window.

**Machining operation**  Defines what operation performed the machining on that area

**Normal deviation**  This will be the deviation from the selected point to the design part

**Pick point**  Defines the X, Y, Z coordinates for the selected point

**Tool**  Shows the tool used to machine the area

**Min depth of cut**  Defines the minimum step size that was taken. For most Prismatic operations, this will be zero.

**Max depth of cut**  Shows the maximum depth of cut that was used to machine the face you selected

**Volume of material removed**  Defines the volume of material removed from the area

Select Close.
Zoom in on a cornered area of the part. You should notice the edges of the part are not very smooth. In fact, they are quite rough.

If you select in these areas, you will get different and varying deviations.

With the third mouse button, select on the part. This will show the contextual menu, with three different options.

- **Other Selection...** Allows you to select other machining operations after the current
- **Closeup** Re-generates the display to show a detailed look at the area
- **Stock** Reverses the Closeup operation to show the full part

Select Closeup. This will refresh the display and give a much cleaner and smoother picture of the area zoomed upon.
This will give you a much better and more detailed look at an area. This is especially useful when you want to inspect a region that you believe the tool gouged, or accidentally cut. The closer you zoom on the part before performing a closeup, the smoother the photo will become.

**Zoom back out.** Notice the part is just a small cube in the workspace.
The closeup works because it can remove all the un-viewed area and concentrate all the rendering power on a single area. This is why the closer you zoom, the more detailed the photo becomes.

**With the third mouse button, select on the part and select Stock.** This will return the part back to the full size.

**From the Replay window, select the analyze icon.** This is going to display the *Analysis* window. Take a quick look at the various features of the *Analysis* window.
**Type**  
Controls what type of analysis is performed. There are three different types of analysis.

- **Remaining Material**  
  Allows you to view only the remaining material

- **Gouge**  
  Displays gouged areas

- **Tool Clash**  
  The areas where the tool has clashed will become more obvious with this analysis

**Tolerance**  
Defines the tolerance for the analysis results. The smaller the tolerance, the more accurate, but the longer the compute time.

The series of tabs under the tolerance field allow you to customize the analysis.

- **Remaining Material Tab**  
  When the Remaining Material analysis is active, you can switch to the Remaining Material tab to check for excess material

The area under #1 is the color band area. The colors indicated here display on the model when the analysis is applied.

The area under #2 denotes the tolerance of the colors. The bottom color, green, will be displayed on the part anywhere the nominal deviation is between the Design part, and the Tolerance keyed above. The next color band above that will be displayed in areas that is between the tolerance, and the keyed value above the tolerance (by default 0.03937...).
**Gouge Tab**  When the Gouge analysis is enabled, the Gouge tab becomes available. There are only three levels for checking gouge. The fields work the same manner as the Remaining Material tab.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Remaining Material</th>
<th>Gouge</th>
<th>Tool Clash</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.03370079 in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~ Tolerance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tool Clash Tab**  This tab only has one color setting. You can also check for tool holder clashes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Remaining Material</th>
<th>Gouge</th>
<th>Tool Clash</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hold Clash</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Results**  Defines what problems were found in the analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Results:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fault Selection: Rem. Material 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault Type: Remaining Material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machining operation: Rem. Material 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviation: 0.053687603 in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area: 3.7250408 in2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The drop down menu shows all the undercuts, gouges, or tool clashes found in the analysis.

**Type**  Defines the type of error found

**Machining Operation**  Shows the machining operation that generated the clash or gouge

**Deviation**  Gives the maximum deviation found in the fault area

**Area**  Denotes the surface area with the problem
Turn on Remaining Material, Gouge, and Tool Clash from the Analysis area. This will show all faults with the part.

Right now, you could apply the analysis, but the numbers entered into the fields are a bit awkward.

For the Remaining Material tab, change the values to the following:

For the Gouge tab, change the value to the following:

Change the Tolerance to 0.002in, then select Apply. The system will compare the final part with that of the cut part to determine what faults are there.

Take a close look at the results.
Notice there are a number of areas showing remaining material.

*Zoom in and inspect some of the remaining material areas.*

When you look at the bottom of the fillets, you will see bands of blue. This is generally an indication that the tool’s radius at the bottom of the cutter was too large, hence leaving excess material. Also note the holes around the ring. These holes show blue & purple areas. These holes were missed in the machining operation, so the analysis is showing where there is a lot of excess material.
If you look towards the front of the part, you will also see an area where the tool gouged the part. This error, like all of the other errors would normally need to go back and be changed. For now, you will want to leave them alone.

Select **Cancel to the analysis, and OK to the replay.**

Although the *Photo* mode is good to get an idea of what the part will look like after all of the machining is complete, it is good to get an idea of how it is being cut. For example, the gouge in the part needs further investigation to determine when it was gouged, or what tool motions need to be made to avoid the problem. This is where a video mode replay can come in handy.
Video Mode

Video mode replaying is best suited to view how the material is being removed. This method of replay is especially useful when wanting to watch for clashes, errors in tool paths, as well as to get a good idea on the overall machining process.

Select Profile Contouring.5, then select the tool path replay icon. This will display the tool paths for the machining operation.

Select the full video mode icon. This will show the full video mode from start to the operation selected. Since you selected Profile Contouring.5 to replay from, the video will only show up to this point.

Notice the stock material shows up. If you did not define the stock material in the Part Operation, this image would be incorrect and the tool paths would not show properly.

Select Play. The tool will come in and machine the part, showing the material being removed as it goes.

By watching the material removal, you will get a much better idea of what motions the tool will go through to machine the part. Watching closely, you will also notice unnecessary tool paths, for example, the extra motions made after the first profile contouring operation. These are things that are hard to recognize with the tool paths replayed, and impossible to see with the photo mode. Once the replay is done, you will see the material remaining. Notice the video mode replay shows a much cleaner model than the photo mode. By using the video mode analysis options, you will get much more accurate results.
Full video mode is good to verify the complete program. As you might guess though, when you have a long program, to verify the entire program at the end of each operation can become very time consuming. That is where the next two video modes come into play.

Select the associate video result to machining operation icon. This will associate an image of the current stock material with the machining operation. By associating the video results, you can avoid replaying that portion of the manufacturing program. A small blue checkmark will appear next to the operation you associate the video results with. An information window will appear letting you know that the video is stored.

It is always a good idea to remove all video results from your model when you are done. The video results are actually a file kept on the system, and if you (or anyone else) try to open the file elsewhere, errors will be given. Removing the video results will be covered shortly.

Select OK to the Replay window. This will close the Replay window.
Select the tool path replay icon, then select *Pocketing*. This will show the tool paths at that point.

Select the video from last saved result icon. Notice this time the stock material is the size and shape of the part after the previous operations. This is due to the saved video results. Like stated earlier, it is always a good idea to save the video results with each step, that way you do not have to watch each step over and over again. However, in the end, you should watch the full video, and then remove all of the video results from the program.

Select *Play*. This will show the program from the saved video results onward.

Saving the video results each time is the best idea, however, if you did not save the video results, you do have one other option.

Select OK to the *Replay* window, then start a replay on *Circular Milling*. Select the mixed photo/video mode icon. This is going to generate a photo mode image of the part up to the previous operation, then allow you to view the simulation from this point onward.
Play the operation, selecting OK when finished. The photo/video mode works best if you do not want to associate the video results, or if you want to always view the program from the previous operation.

Select the tool path replay icon, then select the last machining operation. Select the full video icon, then play the machining program all the way through. This will show a video of the entire program.

Just as with the photo mode, you can also analyze the results of the machining operations.

Select the analyze icon. Notice this time you do not have the ability to check for tool clashes. Also notice a new option at the bottom.

Automatic refresh after view change
This will force an analysis refresh after any rotation or movement

Generally, you will not want to turn on the automatic refresh unless you are machining a very simple part. The more complex the part, the longer it will take to refresh the display.

Change the tolerance values to the following, then select Apply.
This will display similar analysis results as what was displayed with the photo mode analysis. However, notice that when you rotate, zoom, or pan, the analysis goes away.

Select **Cancel to the Analysis window**.

Instead of just getting visual indications of excess material, you can also measure the part.

**Select the video measure icon.** This will display the *Video Measure* window allowing you to measure between two elements on the video model.

*Note: The video measure and the photo measure options are approximates only. The resulting images are tessellated solids that do not have exact measurements.*

Take a quick look at the *Video Measure* window.
**Definition**

*Selection 1 & 2 Mode*  Allows you to define what geometry you are going to use to get measurements from. There are four options to chose from: *Arc, Plane, Point,* and *Edge.*

*Results*  Any measurement results will show here. Based on the selection modes, the results will vary.

*World / Machining Axis*  Allows you to choose what axis you are measuring against

*Display vertices*  Shows all vertex points on the tessellated solid

*Display edges*  Displays all edges of the tessellated solid

**Change both Selection Modes to Plane.**  This will indicate that both selections should be planes.

**Select the two planes shown.**  This will place two small arrows on the two planes.

This will give you the measurement between the two planes. Notice that the distance may not be exactly 1” as it is in the design model. The tiny bit of difference between the two is the amount of error introduced in the tessellated solid.

**Turn on Display vertices and Display edges.**  Now the part has hundreds of points and lines running all around the part. These edges and points are boundaries of the tessellation faces on the solid. You will notice more edges appear in areas of tighter curvature.

By showing the vertices and edges you can more accurately selected faces of the part to insure you are getting as close to accurate measurements as possible.

**Measure other items, and select Close when done.**  As mentioned before, measuring the part, although not 100% accurate, will give you an estimate on the final part size.

**Select OK to the Replay window.**
At this point, you are ready to close up the model. However, before you save and close, it is best to remove the video results and the tool paths.

**With the third mouse button, select on Profile Contouring.5 and select on the Profile Contouring.5 object.** Remember, this is where you can add and remove tool paths as well.

**Select Remove Video Results.** This will remove the video results from the manufacturing program. An information window will display indicating that the results were removed.

Now you are ready to remove all of the tool paths. Instead of removing the tool paths from each individual machining operation, you are going to remove all of them at once.

**With the third mouse button, select on the Manufacturing Program.1, then select on the Manufacturing Program.1 object.** Many operations that you perform on the individual machining operations can be applied to all machining operations through the Manufacturing Program.

**Select Remove Tool Path.** This will remove the tool paths from all of the machining operations. This is most evident with the absence of the (Computed) next to each machining operation. An information window will display stating that the paths were removed.

*Note: You can also remove the video results from the Manufacturing Program.*

By removing all of the tool paths, the file saved will be much smaller. The only disadvantage to removing all tool paths is the need to re-compute them when you come back to the model. Each time the tool paths are computed, the exact same tool paths are computed. It is generally a good idea to remove all the tool paths when you save to reduce disk space used as well as the amount of time it takes to save and open the manufacturing process.

Although learning to replay before learning to machine may seem backwards, you will find that replaying is the most important step to understanding what is happening to the machining operation as you change machining parameters. Now it is time to learn to machine parts.

**Save and close the document.**
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Other available courses

CATIA V5 and ENOVIA

- CATIA Basic Concepts
- CATIA Part Design & Sketcher
- CATIA Assembly Design
- CATIA Drafting
- CATIA Wireframe & Surfaces
- CATIA Prismatic Machining
- CATIA Surface Machining
- CATIA Fitting Simulation & Kinematics
- CATIA Functional Tolerancing & Annotation
- CATIA Stress Analysis
- ENOVIA DMU Viewer
- ENOVIA LCA Basic Concepts
- ENOVIA LCA Advanced Concepts
- ENOVIA LCA Product Design

To enroll in any of the above courses, contact us at: (316) 978-3283
toll-free at: 1-800-NIARWSU or email: info@cadcamlab.org